


• Mission statement-- Mitigate state's risk of 
financial loss (cost of risk) from accidental loss and 
injury.

• History--The risk management program was first 
started in 1972, after an independent audit report 
focused on the state's need for a coordinated and 
professionally managed insurance program. The 
Division of Risk Management was established in 
1979 as growth created additional and more 
complicated insurance demands. We operate under 
AS 37.05.287.
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• Operations

• Staffing

– Division of Risk Management-Staff of 13

• Six with Risk Management

• Five with Office of Enterprise Analytics

• Two with Oversight & Review

– Workers Compensation Third Party Administrator (TPA) Staff of 12

– Department of Law-Tort and Workers’ Comp Section-Staff of 28

• Function

– Claims-- 1200 workers compensation claims each year. 300 
property casualty claims which include property, aviation, marine, 
general liability, and auto liability

– Daily advice is given on insurance requirements for state contracts

– Special Projects-Insurance
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Funding

• Risk Management's budget is funded entirely through  
inter-agency receipts billed annually to each agency 
through a "Cost of Risk" premium allocation system (CORA) 

• RSAs to all agencies for property, aviation, and marine 
coverage

• Payroll deduction for liability, auto liability, and workers 
compensation

• Current funding level for FY21 is $40,784,900

• Each year the State obtains an independent actuarial 
assessment of the state insurance program required by AS 
37.05.287(b)
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• State Catastrophe Insurance Reserve Account

“Cat Fund” as we call it, is a fund authorized under 
AS 37.05.289, which was enacted in 1987 and is 
limited to a maximum of $5 million unencumbered. 
This fund was intended to pay only the rare large 
losses incurred by the state. If part or all of the fund 
is used in any given year it is replenished first by any 
lapsing Risk Management funds, and then by other 
agency lapsing general fund appropriation. 
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• Return to Work Program

• We have a potential to have most of our time loss 
claims (currently 424) return to work in a light duty 
capacity

• Savings to the agencies would be in the form of claims 
experience. A statistical fact in workers comp; there is 
only a 50% chance that an injured worker will return to 
the work place after 6 months absence this declines to 
25% after one year and 1% after two years

• We work with Division of Personnel on permanent 
placement if an injured worker cannot return to the 
position they held at the time of injury
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* The division expanded and Office of Enterprise Analytics (OEA) became 

operational. OEA provides data analytics to all state agencies as requested. 

The office of Oversight and Review also became operational and in FY19 

and FY20 they completed five investigative reports. Both sections operate 

under Administrative Order 314 signed in February 2020

* All divisional employees were able to mobilize in less than a week to 

telework when the COVID-19 pandemic hit. Since the division operates in a 

paperless environment, the transition was seamless, and no services were 

reduced due to teleworking

* The division had a successful Request for Proposal (RFP) for a claims 

management system in FY20. The new system will allow the division to 

have a Geographical Information System (GIS) for property tracking, 

Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) reporting for workers compensation, 

Incident Portal Collection for direct submission of Report of Injury forms by 

supervisors, automated claims reporting to International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) for fraud detection, and it will interact with payroll for 

accurate information on injured employees for workers comp claims. This 

system will also allow agencies to directly view and make any necessary 

changes to their insured assets which should eliminate errors
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• HB102 (and companion bill SB88) is a request to change 
the CATFund from $5,000,000 to $50,000,000 
unencumbered.

• The purpose is to allow the State to self-insure for 
property coverage. 

• We currently self-insure for Workers’ Comp and General 
Liability

• Due to global property insurance markets hardening we 
had a 30% increase in insurance costs from FY20 to 21 and 
we’re being told to expect another 15% to 20% for FY22

• Currently the limit on catastrophic coverage that we can 
purchase is $50,000,000 for an annual premium.  We can 
save that annual premium by self-insuring.
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Sec. 37.05.289. State insurance catastrophe reserve account. 

(a) There is established in the general fund a state insurance catastrophe reserve account 

consisting of assets appropriated to it by the legislature, assets allocated to the account by the 

Department of Administration as provided in this section, and amounts deposited into the account as 

provided in this section. Assets of the account may be used to obtain insurance, to establish 

reserves for the self-insurance program, and to satisfy claims or judgments arising under the 

program. Interest earned on money in the account shall be remitted to the Department of Revenue in 

accordance with AS 37.10.050.

(b) The Department of Administration may allocate to the state insurance catastrophe reserve 

account, from the appropriations to all state agencies for insurance-related purposes, an amount that 

the commissioner of administration determines to be necessary to provide an adequate insurance 

program for the operations of state government. Money remaining in the account at the end of a fiscal 

year is not a one-year appropriation under AS 37.25.010 and does not lapse, except for amounts 

determined by the commissioner of administration to be unnecessary to maintain this account at an 

appropriate level and not to exceed $5,000,000. If the amount necessary to satisfy claims or 

judgments for which payment may be due under the state insurance program in a fiscal year exceeds the 

unexpended balance of the amounts allocated to the account, the department may charge an additional 

amount from the unencumbered balance of any appropriation that is determined by the commissioner of 

administration to be available for lapse at the end of the fiscal year.

(c) The $5,000,000 cap, set in (b) of this section, on money that may be retained in the state 

insurance catastrophe reserve account applies only to unobligated money in the account at the end of 

a fiscal year.

(d) Amounts received in settlement of insurance claims or as recovery for losses shall be deposited 

into the state insurance catastrophe reserve account.
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10-year history of property premiums/losses
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FISCAL YEAR PROP PREMIUMS PROPERTY LOSSES

FY10 2,061,843.00          1,244,906.00              

FY11 2,310,286.00          326,352.47                 

FY12 3,050,126.00          220,190.00                 

FY13 3,117,942.00          141,890.46                 

FY14 3,389,966.00          556,612.81                 

FY15 3,521,533.00          4,885,306.78              

FY16 3,953,259.00          850,422.30                 

FY17 3,518,538.00          668,751.69                 

FY18 4,479,693.00          1,051,496.86              

FY19 4,282,910.00          1,130,821.91              

FY20 5,118,935.00          2,418,913.30              

13,495,664.58            

Spike in losses

FY15 due to the Crystal Lake Hatchery fire in March 2014.  Total paid just over $4,000,000

FY20 due to the claims from the November 30, 2018 earthquake in Anchorage, Total paid to date, $1,263,631

FY20 due to a $1,000,000 retention paid for a DOT maintenance shop snow collapse in McGrath.
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Expenditures from the CATFundsince inception
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 6/30 Balance 

 Amount Needed for 

$ 5 mil on 7/1    

 Lapse Sweep from 

Risk Mgt Appn. 

 Lapse Sweep - 

Other Agencies Amount Short

 3rd Party 

Recoveries  and 

Misc. Receipts Total Expended

FY88           3,421,253.00 

FY89 1,578,747.00             1,578,747.00         -                   

FY90 3,300,000.00             2,464,374.00         -                   836,000.00               

FY91 1,631,171.00      3,368,829.00             no avail. lapse 3,368,829.00     2,464,373.00        4,792,812.00            

FY92 2,423.00            4,997,577.00             no avail. lapse 4,997,577.00     7,586,187.00            

FY93 894,418.00         9,105,582.00             no avail. lapse 9,105,582.00     1,721,248.00        10,615,110.00           

FY94 1,761,431.95      3,238,568.05             no avail. lapse 3,238,568.00     1,680,732.00        3,520,177.00            

FY95 0.55                   4,999,999.45             no avail. lapse 4,999,999.00     2,419,468.00        6,503,231.00            

FY96 76,348.83           4,923,651.17             no avail. lapse 4,923,651.00     1,060,724.00        6,004,651.00            

FY97 2,248,119.65      2,751,880.35             no avail. lapse 2,751,880.00     1,649,588.00        3,349,144.00            

FY98 25,316.03           4,974,683.97             no avail. lapse 4,974,684.00     641,028.56           4,326,865.00            

FY99 1,923,003.72      3,076,996.28             no avail. lapse 1,194,473.68     1,882,523        3,675,408.71        5,173,490.00            

FY00 595,234.11         4,404,765.89             no avail. lapse 2,747,201.00     1,657,565        1,881,227.00        2,739,654.00            

FY01 1,262,902.40      3,737,097.60             no avail. lapse 3,737,098.00     2,401,937.59        8,164,040.24            

FY02 91,155.45           4,908,844.55             no avail. lapse 4,908,845.55     654,010.44           8,253,712.00            

FY03 31,367.00           4,968,633.00             no avail. lapse 4,968,633.00     2,209,797.00        9,460,362.00            

FY04 29,344.00           4,970,656.11             no avail. lapse 4,970,656.11     1,505,030.57        6,872,626.95            

FY05 -                     5,000,000.00             no avail. lapse 5,000,000.00     675,283.00           7,025,194.93            

FY06 0.20                   4,999,999.80             no avail. lapse 4,999,999.80     913,528.55           5,040,982.34            

FY07 76.28                 4,999,923.72             3,720,803.15         -                   1,279,121        662,948.69           2,921,395.19            

FY08 303,503.12         4,696,496.88             2,091,901.17         -                   2,604,596.00   676,518.28           3,061,913.41            

FY09 946,391.99         4,053,608.01             3,427,445.51         -                   626,163.00      1,099,985.60        5,569,395.22            

FY10 4,544,477.71      455,522.29                137,974.70            -                   317,548           1,478,796.69        2,329,146.38            

FY11 331,796.60           4,668,203.40                50,049.90                 4,618,153.00      0.50                   383,989.90             4,704,645.71               

FY12 12,590.47           4,987,409.53             50,147.73              4,937,261.80     -                     (340,178.56)          5,129,207.08            

FY13 1,802.35               4,998,197.65                16,753.82                 4,981,443.83      -                     (1,633,782.34)        6,189,158.83               

FY14 76.93                 4,999,923.07                3,260.75                4,996,662.32     -                     (567,501.81)          6,025,893.12            

FY15 9,746.14            4,990,253.86                2,105,687.44         2,884,566.42     -                     (403,902.06)          4,523,110.49            

FY16 2,915,848.73      2,084,151.27                -                        1,794,122.22     290,029.05       (28,526.98)           642,635.00               

FY17 5,021,189.05      (21,189.05)                -                        -                   (21,189)           (295,777.10)          2,181,078.27            

FY18 4,105,647.61      894,352.39                9,744.82                891,903.00       (7,295.43)          (2,039,736.71)       -                           

FY19 1,951,885.16      3,048,114.84             320,807.78            3,048,114.84     (320,807.78)      (194,030.64)          2,127,451.95            

FY20 4,758,977.40      241,022.60                241,022.60            -                   (0.00)                  (1,767,826.60)       3,684,049.28            

149,353,319.39         



Larger claims paid out of the CRA (CATFund)
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Lapse Appropriations Summary
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March 8, 2021

FY2018 FY2019 FY2020

Working Reserve Account Lapse Contributions 1,142.8$       476.5$          -$              

Group Health and Life Benefits Fund Lapse Contributions -$              -$              -$              

State Insurance Catastrophe Reserve Account Lapse Contributions 982.6$          3,368.9$       241.0$          

Total 2,125.4$       3,845.5$       241.0$          

UGF Lapse Appropriations Summary (in thousands)



Russ Rappel Schmid 
Chief Data Officer



❖To

– Promote data sharing and transparency across government 
and the State of Alaska,

– Perform enterprise-wide data analytics services, and

– Use data analytics to identify improvement opportunities in 
government and potential fraud, waste and misuse of 
government resources.



• Managing the State Open Data Portal

• Participating in data governance initiatives

• Promoting data as a valuable State asset

• Promoting data literacy

• Promoting data sharing across state agencies

• Providing data analytics and visualization services

• Using data analytics to identify improvement 
opportunities in state government

• Using data analytics to assist agencies with fraud, 
waste, and misuse identification
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